
Sample Quizzes.  

Two quizzes follow, each directed towards students at different levels of
learning.  These are only samples of how to assess student learning regarding
the musical culture of Bulgaria.

Quiz 1. Multiple Choice. Choose the best or most appropriate response.

1. There is evidence that the ancient Greeks and Romans who conquered
and lived in the land now called Bulgaria may have played the 

(a) gŭdulka
(b) gaida
(c) tambura
(d) kaval.

2. As evidence of the possibility of shared Slavic roots, the tense vocal
quality, two-voiced drone-based texture, and falsetto “ee” cry at the
ends of phrases are heard in the village singing of Bulgaria and 

(a) France
(b) Germany
(c) Sweden
(d) Russia.

3. The central Asia horseman called the Bulgars founded the first
Bulgarian Kingdom in:

(a) 326 B.C.
(b) 681 A.D.
(c) 1312 A.D.
(d) 1847 A.D.

4. Some of the musical events in Bulgaria are linked to Christmas, Lent,
and Easter, due to Bulgaria’s conversion in the ninth century to 

(a) Coptic Christianity
(b) Roman Catholicism
(c) Orthodox Christianity
(d) Jainism.

5. Which influences came first to Bulgaria? 
(a) Turkish
(b) Slavic
(c) Greek
(d) Western European



6. Which of these instruments was not brought to Bulgaria by the Turks
(or other Middle Easterners)? 

(a) kaval
(b) tŭpan
(c) gaida
(d) zurna

7. From 1878 to 1944, Bulgaria was ruled by monarchs supplied by an
aristocratic family from

(a) Austria
(b) Greece
(c) Russia
(d) Turkey

8. During the time of communist rule (1944-1989), Bulgarian national
identity was asserted through state-supported performances of

(a) the Russian ballet
(b) Bulgarian village folk music
(c) the martial arts
(d) pop/folk music.

9. Popular music emerged as a preferred music by Bulgarians when
communism was dissolved and a multiparty democracy was
established  in Bulgaria in

(a) 1939
(b) 1944
(c) 1972
(d) 1989

10. The time of the Ottoman Empire brought about the immigration of
which particular group of people, some of whom formed a class of
professional music specialists

(a) Gypsies
(b) Italians 
(c) Hungarians
(d) Germans.

Answer Key: 1-b, 2-d,  3-b, 4-c, 5-b, 6-c, 7-a, 8-b, 9-d, 10-a



Quiz 2. Fill-in-the-Blanks.  Fill in the missing words or phrases in the
sentences below.

1. The _____________ is a powerful symbol of Bulgarian tradition,
and was once the principal instrument without which a wedding in
Bulgaria was not possible.

2. A count of 2+2+3 is the typical meter for the traditional Bulgarian
dance known as ________________.

3. ________________ description, also known as “thick description”,
is a research procedure employed by ethnomusicologists which
combines particular and normative descriptions to describe some
of the cultural and social meanings of performance and listening
events.

4. Typical instruments in ensembles of the region of Thrace in
southeastern Bulgaria (and northeastern Greece) are
______________, ________________, and _____________.

5. The ritual called ____________ is in fact a custom related to
Christmas caroling, which involves the procession of boys from
house to house to sing songs of good wishes to the families in the
village.

6. Highly ornamnented and nonmetrical songs called
_______________are sung by girls and young women who gather
to make clothing, often for their wedding trousseaux.

7. One of the best known classical composers, whose songs in folk
style endeared the world of listeners to Bulgarian music, was
___________________.

8. ___________________ was a famous jazz musician who
experimented with Bulgarian-based additive meters, including one
in 33 beats which became the basis of his “Bulgarian Bulge”.

9. The new form of popular music that emerged after the fall of
communism is called _______________, a mix of popular, Gypsy,
Serbian, Turkish, Greek, Romanian, and Macedonian styles.

10. The basic musical marker of popfolk is the _________ rhythm, of
which there is a duple and 2+2+2+3 beat version.



              Answer Key: 1-gaida
            2-rûchenitsa
            3-interpretive 
            4-gaida, kaval, and gŭdulka
            5-koleda
            6-sedenkarski pesni (or sedyanka “sitting” songs)
            7-Phillip Koutev
            8-Don Ellis
            9-popfolk or chalga
            10-kyuchek


